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Abstract: The paper examines the possibility of application of the rule base and neural network, as elements
of the knowledge base of an expert system for optimizing the design of the car. Determine the basic
requirements to the bases of the rules and neural networks. Enter the basic criteria of the possibility of
application of expert knowledge for upload rules. An example of processing algorithm transmission control rules
in the language of logical programming Prolog. Describes the background and the main activities undertaken
in the development of a neural network. Given the main criteria for the analysis and development of applications
of neural networks.
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INTRODUCTION widespread [3]. The test procedure and the creation of a

Mechanical Engineering has a number of simulation of the test vehicle or its components.
characteristics: production, as a rule, is a sophisticated For simulation of the vehicle test based on the design
product for the design and manufacture, demanding a lot of elements of artificial intelligence developed the
of design and technological work. Modern machinery structure of the expert system based on the multi-agent
production, such as JSC "KAMAZ", producing a wide approach. In accordance with the above structure, the
range of vehicle models, is running order more and more. tasks such as operating limits and performance and
And the vehicles for each of the orders can have its own benchmarks of the vehicle, are transmitted from the user
specification set. Accelerating the development of new to the coordinating agent. Performance indicators are the
models requires the implementation of major systems, weight of cargo, average speed and travel expenses on a
computer-aided design and manufacture. Proper solution particular route. Benchmarks are the maximum speed,
of this problem allows us to improve the quality and acceleration up to a certain speed and at a certain stage of
reduce the cost of the products. the journey, the path traversed by coasting (the

Development of a Rulebase and Neural Networks for the consumption at a certain speed [4, 5]. So the user can set
Transmission Control: For taking effective and timely limits as to the need for the presence of specific
solutions to the pre-production stage is necessary to modifications of the vehicle components and systems in
consider a lot of factors, have reliable data on analogues, the equipment set of the vehicle. Coordinator agent
the decisions taken and the impact of these decisions in receives a request from the user and ensures the
the design, the features of a car, for the optimization of allocation of tasks to specialized agents. Specialty agents
which  a  lot  of  experience  in  this   area   is  demanded based on the knowledge base give solutions in the form
(ie, these techniques are directly related to expertise of parameters of the associated modules. The results of
knowledge) [1, 2]. To solve these problems a decision the simulation are sent to the coordinator agent for the
support system (DSS) that will significantly reduce the evaluation and decision-making on additional optimization
time cost and improve the quality of decisions is cycles or transfer the results to the user.

prototype, in this case, is replaced by a computer

characteristic "acceleration-ramp-down") and the fuel
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The structure and representation language in the As  input  variables we take the engine speed (rev/min)
knowledge base (KB) determine the choice of algorithm and vehicle velocity (km/h). The output variable will
implementation of the remaining parts of the proposed signal the need to change gear (increased or decreased),
system. Solving the problem of knowledge base or the absence of such a need.
constructing consists of two phases: the development of Using the expert approach, we introduce the
knowledge base structure and filling KB. For automated linguistic terms "low", "medium", "increase", "high" [6].
solution in a fairly narrow subject area is required the use Also denoted characteristic variables of car:
of  knowledge  and  interpretation  of  certain   experts. Ma - actual vehicle mass (kg); Ml - minimal vehicle
The solutions of the problems in the optimization of the mass (kg); Mh - maximal vehicle mass (kg); M1a - actual
vehicle is required the knowledge in the areas of: mass on front axle (axles) (kg); M2a -actual mass on rear

Virtual testing; (kg); M2l - minimum mass on rear axle (axles) (kg); M1h -
Optimization of the algorithms driving under different maximal mass on front axle (axles) (kg); M2h -maximal
driving conditions; mass on rear axle (axles) (kg); Va - vehicle speed (m/s); Na
Searching the car most satisfying to specified - actual engine speed (rev/min); Nl - idle engine speed
requirements; (rev/min); Ns - minimal stabile engine speed (rev/min); Nm
Optimizing the design of the car, by selecting the - peak torque engine speed (rev/min); Nn - maximum
units of the car; power engine speed (rev/min); Nh – maximum no load
Optimization of vehicle components and systems by governed engine speed (rev/min); Nt - actual engine
changing their characteristics; speed in terms; In - number of gears in gearbox; Is – start
The criteria for optimality of the solution; gear.
Improve the reliability of the system. On the basis of linguistic terms for the input

The main tool for finding solutions to the knowledge Z . The first part of the rules the previous. The second
base is the base of rules (BR). Knowledge of the rules are part called the result corresponds to the control action.
presented in the form of "IF (condition) THEN (decision)." The preceding section contains linguistic terms that
The main criteria which allow to record knowledge as rules reflect the expert knowledge of the magnitude and defined
are reliability, availability and the possibility of formalizing as a combination of individual conditions using logical
the application. The Spheres of the application of operators "and", "or" and "not."
knowledge are required for setting limits and structuring
framework,  allowing  you to search the necessary rules. Rule 1. IF Va = 0 AND (Nt = ‘low’ OR Nt = ‘medium)
On the basis of the above knowledge areas, base of rules THEN Ia = 0.
should have a three-level hierarchy: Rule 2. IF Va = 0 AND (Nt = ‘increase’ OR Nt =

Rules necessary for the organization of all the Rule 3. IF Va > 0 AND Nt = ‘low’ AND Ia=0 THEN Ia
modules of the expert system, including most of the = Ia.
base of rules; Rule 4. IF Va > 0 AND Nt = ‘low’ AND Ia>0 THEN Ia
Rules necessary to optimize and study the = Ia-1.
characteristics of the vehicle; Rule 5. IF Va > 0 AND (Nt = ‘medium’ OR Nt =
Rules necessary to optimize the performance of ‘increase’) THEN Ia = Ia.
components and systems. Rule 6. IF Va > 0 AND Nt = ‘high’ AND Ia=In THEN

The possibility of formalization is to provide expert Rule 7. IF Va > 0 AND Nt = ‘high’ AND Ia<In THEN
knowledge in a format suitable for use ES. Expert Ia = Ia + 1.
knowledge may be presented in an analytical and logical
way. As an example of the logical provide expert

Consider the formalization of rules with using fuzzy knowledge may be taken a fragment of listing of gear
logic to the example of gear change in car transmission. change program of gearbox implemented in Prolog [7, 8].

axle (axles) (kg); M1l - minimum mass on front axle (axles)

variables, we write the fuzzy rules of the form "if X, then

‘high’) THEN Ia = Is.

Ia = Ia.
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Fig. 1: Graphical representation of the membership functions engine speed

Domains Nm)/100),
Ma,Ml,Mh,M1a,M2a,M1l,M2l,M1h,M2h,Va,Na,Nl,Ns,N Nt = medium.
m,Nn,Nh,Ia,In,Is = real; term(Na,Nl,Ns,Nm,Nn,Nh):-
Nt = string; Nm+100<Na and Na<Nn or
Predicates (Nm<Na and Na<Nm+100 and ((Nm+100)-Na)/100<(Na-
start(Ma,Ml,Mh,M1a,M2a,M1l,M2l,M1h,M2h)%Start gear Nm)/100) or
solve (Nn<Na and Na<Nn+100 and ((Nn+100)-Na)/100>=(Na-
term(Na,Nl,Ns,Nm,Nn,Nh,Nt)% Assignment of engine Nn)/100),
speed terms Nt = increase.
change(Va,Na,Nl,Ns,Nm,Nn,Nh,In,Is)%Gear solve term(Na,Nl,Ns,Nm,Nn,Nh):-
Clauses (Nn+100<Na and Na<Nh) or
gear(Ma,Ml,Mh,M1a,M2a,M1h,M2h,Va,Na,Nl,Ns,Nm,N (Nn<Na and Na<Nn+100 and ((Nn+100)-Na)/100<(Na-
n,Nh,In):- Nn)/100),
start(Ma,Ml,Mh,M1a,M2a,M1l,M2l,M1h,M2h), Nt = high.
term(Na,Nl,Ns,Nm,Nn,Nh,Nt), change(Va,Na,Nt,In,Is):-
change(Va,Na,Nl,Ns,Nm,Nn,Nh,In,Is). Va<=0 and (Nt=low or Nt=medium),
tart(Ma,Ml,Mh,M1a,M2a,M1l,M2l,M1h,M2h):- Ia = 0.
Ma < (Ml+(Mh–Ml)/2, change(Va,Na,Nt,In,Is):-
Is = 3. Va<=0 and (Nt=increase or Nt=high),
start(Ma,Ml,Mh,M1a,M2a,M1l,M2l,M1h,M2h):- Ia = Is.
Ma >= (Ml+(Mh–Ml)/2, change(Va,Na,Nt,In,Is):-
Is = 2. Va>0 and Nt=low and Ia=0,
start(Ma,Ml,Mh,M1a,M2a,M1l,M2l,M1h,M2h):- Ia = Ia.
M2a > (M2l+((Ma–Ml)*( M2h- M2l)/(Mh–Ml)))/cos(10), change(Va,Na,Nt,In,Is):-
Is = Is-1. Va>0 and Nt=low and Ia>0,
term(Na,Nl,Ns,Nm,Nn,Nh):- Ia = Ia-1.
(Nl<Na and Na<Ns-100) or change(Va,Na,Nt,In,Is):-
(Ns-100<Na and Na<Ns and (Ns-Na)/100>(Na-(Ns- Va>0 and (Na=medium or Na=increase),
100))/100), Ia = Ia.
Nt = low. change(Va,Na,Nt,In,Is):-
term(Na,Nl,Ns,Nm,Nn,Nh):- Va>0 and Na=high and Ia=In,
Ns<Na and Na<Nm or Ia = Ia.
(Ns-100<Na and Na<Ns and (Ns-Na)/100<=(Na-(Ns- change(Va,Na,Nt,In,Is):-
100))/100) or Va>0 and Na=high and Ia<In,
(Nm<Na and Na<Nm+100 and ((Nm+100)-Na)/100>=(Na- Ia = Ia+1.
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Table 1: Networks training results
Elman network topology 1 Elman network topology 2 Elman network topology 3 Jordan network

Conditions of training, - Three inputs and one output vector (98 copies);
testing and verification - 2 hidden layers and 4 neurons in each hidden layer;

- 500 iterations;
- Activation function of context layer neurons – linear, of hidden and output layers neurons - non-linear;
- Learning rule - the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, 
- the error function - mean square;
- The algorithm for selecting the input values of training set – genetic.

The number of errors 0 1 1 0
Training time, s 127 122 95 76

The main criterion for the possibility of knowledge the search and can modify and add new categories to the
using is their authenticity. The accuracy of the knowledge database when modifying a car or change the
is confirmed by the expert or by the results of experimental mathematical model.
and computational studies. If while the development of If impossible to determine the appropriate vehicle
the rule base the main source of the knowledge equipment with the help of the rule base and the base use
replenishment is expert knowledge, the accuracy of which case, in order to find the solutions a neural network (NN)
is confirmed by the expert's experience, then in the is used. The coordinator agent and specialized agents
operation of the system the main source is the base use have an access to neural network. Depending on the tasks
case. Automatic replenishment of the rule base is made by assigned to the neural network, different areas, entrances
forming the rules on the basis of precedents used to find and exits of the NN are used. It is possible to use different
solutions and received a positive evaluation. The base types of NN. The division of the NN under the specific
use case is originally composed of the protocols of the tasks is necessary in order to increase the accuracy and
real tests to determine the properties and performance of speed of the network. Preliminary training of the NN is
high-speed fuel economy and solve the problems carried out with the help of an expert and base use case.
associated with the safety and the possibility of using The training in the process of work of the expert system
empirical data. Next, the base use case is replenished by is done automatically based on user evaluation of
the decisions taken during the operation of the system. decisions.
Input (given) the conditions of the precedent are the To evaluate the performance of different types of NN
values of the unknown parameters and the decision is the applied to the problem of choosing optimal algorithm for
equipment set. Also a precedent has information about simulation of a transmission module, the studies were
the determining the parameters conditions. As an carried out to identify the most appropriate network
advocate of such information is method (testing or architecture and learning rules and the output of hidden
calculation), the date of determination of parameters, layers [9]. 
weather conditions in the test, condition of the car The studies it was observed that recurrent Elman and
(mileage) to the beginning of the test. Jordan networks are better at the task, produce a more

Due to the fact that in the equipment set of different stable result and quickly trained.Under the terms of the
vehicles is included a portion of the same components, a task three variables signal were directed to the inputs of
storage as a precedent of all the characteristics of the unit the NN: the speed of the car, the degree of depression of
or  the   system   of   the   entire   vehicle   is  inexpedient. step pedal fuel, speed of the engine crankshaft. The
In connection with this decision the components output signal of the network was an actual transmission
database was established. The components database gearbox. Training of the NN was made by comparing the
stores data for individual components of assemblies, network output with real data and adjusting weight
systems and vehicles. And precedent database stores the coefficients of synaptic connections with using
links to specific units, systems and vehicles stored in the optimization algorithms. At the initial stage the network
component database. The component database is trained with one hidden layer and one neuron in it. Hidden
structured to destination of the units, which speeds up layers and neurons are added to the structure of the
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